I

Q1(A)
She was late because she was given the wrong start time by 30 minutes. (14 words)

Q1(B)
Because employers think free-form interviews enable them to get to know job candidates well. (14 words)

Q1(C)
One example is the random answers given by certain interviewees in response to questions. (14 words)

Q1(D)
The author suggests we should structure interviews so that all candidates receive the same questions. (15 words)

Q2
(E) 2  (F) 3  (G) 2  (H) 1

Q3
I don’t think it is an effective way to get to know candidates because the image people try to give on SNS is sometimes exaggerated to impress others and does not reflect the truth. (34 words)
Puppy dog eyes have the effect of manipulating human emotions so that dogs can get what they want or get out of trouble. (23 words)

Dogs have specialized muscles which allow them to produce puppy dog eyes, while the same muscles are less prevalent in wolves. (21 words)

The researchers examined both the frequency and intensity of puppy-dog eye expressions the dogs and wolves made when interacting with humans. (21 words)

They discovered that dogs with big, droopy puppy eyes were adopted more quickly from animal shelters than those without. (19 words)

If you own a pet, it is very important that you feed it correctly as pets cannot feed themselves. This responsibility includes giving your pet the appropriate kind and amount of food. (32 words)

The picture shows a girl who is studying hard. It looks like she has been reading a lot and is so focused on what she is reading that she has not noticed life going on around her. It suggests to me that her life of study has taken her away from life in the city, maybe leaving her isolated. In many ways, this is similar to my life now. For the last year, I have had to study very hard for the university entrance exams. Sometimes this has left me feeling like I have no time for any other distractions, such as going out with my friends and enjoying my other hobbies. (112 words)